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Measures of information based on fuzzy sets have been defined both for finite and for continuous universes.
In the continuous case, the measure of information I( f) depends on the concept of non-increasing rearrangement of
the function f. It has been observed that I( f) can be obtained as a limit of discrete distributions p (N) approximating f.
We consider the approximation problem in more detail, and study the convergence of I(p (N)) to I( f) in terms of
the smoothness properties of f itself (modulus of continuity and Lipschitz exponent).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quoting from Klir and Wierman (1999: p. 138), which gives an overview of uncertainty-

based information, “a host of problems regarding relative measures of non-specificity for

bodies of evidence defined on infinite universal sets remains unresolved at this time”.

Consider, for example, measures of information based on fuzzy sets. These have been

defined for finite and for continuous universes of discourse (Ramer, 1990). In the finite case,

any information function is of the form

JðpÞ U
X

½t ð piÞ2 t ð piþ1Þ� log i;

where t is a non-decreasing mapping of [0,1] onto itself, and the possibility values pi are

assumed to be sorted by descending order. In other words, pi denotes the i-th largest value of

p (x). The U-uncertainty corresponds to the case t ðxÞ ¼ x;

UðpÞ U
X

ð pi 2 piþ1Þ log i ¼
X

pi½log i 2 log ði 2 1Þ�:

In the continuous case, p can be identified with a function f, ranging over a continuous

set of values, and these values must somehow be sorted. The non-increasing rearrangement
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(Hardy et al., 1952) of f (from now on, simply called “rearrangement”, and denoted by �f )

solves the problem of “sorting”. Its definition is recalled in the next section.

Taking the matter of sorting functions with a continuous range of values as solved, one is

left with the problem of finding an adequate measure of information I( f). The U-uncertainty

can be rewritten

UðpÞ ¼
X

pi7 log i;

where 7 log i ¼ log i 2 log ði 2 1Þ: Assuming for definiteness that f : ½0; 1�! ½0; 1�; this

suggests the consideration of ð1

0

�f ðxÞ
dx

x
:

But possibility distributions satisfy sup f ¼ 1: Consequently, �f ð0Þ ¼ 1; and the integral

diverges. To circumvent this difficulty, Ramer (1990) considered an information distance

between the given density and the uniform density, rather than an absolute measure. This

leads to

Ið f Þ U

ð1

0

1 2 �f ðxÞ

x
dx: ð1Þ

It has been observed that I( f) can be obtained as a limit of discrete distributions p (N ) (with

N distinct values) approximating f. However, as far as we know, this approximation problem

has not been considered in detail. It is a matter of interest, since in general it is impossible to

determine the rearrangement of a given function in closed form.

In this paper, we study the convergence of I(p (N )) to I( f ) in terms of the smoothness

properties of f itself (modulus of continuity and Lipschitz exponent a). We will show that

jlog N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ2 Ið f Þj #
log N

N a

under certain conditions on f. The next section introduces some necessary background,

related to distribution functions, rearrangements (or sortings) and Lipschitz classes.

2. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS, REARRANGEMENTS AND LIPSCHITZ

CLASSES

The modulus of continuity vf of a continuous function f will be subsequently used. It is

defined by:

vf ðdÞ U
jx2yj#d

sup j f ðxÞ2 f ð yÞj;

where the supremum is taken with respect to all pairs x and y in the domain of f and such that

jx 2 yj # d: The modulus of continuity of a continuous function converges to zero as d! 0:
The class of functions defined by the condition vf ðdÞ # adg; where a and g are positive

constants, will also be useful. It is identical to the class of functions that satisfy a Lipschitz

condition of order g and constant a, for some positive g and a, i.e. the set of all f such that

the inequality

j f ðxÞ2 f ðyÞj # ajx 2 yj
g

ð2Þ

holds for all pairs x and y in the domain of f.
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The distribution function Mf associated with a function f will play an important role

throughout the rest of the paper. It is defined by:

Mf ð yÞ U meas {x : f ðxÞ . y};

where “meas S” denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set S. It is tacitly assumed that Mf is

finite almost everywhere.

Any two functions with the same distribution (for example, f and a translated version of f )

are called “equidistributed”. The distribution function Mf is non-increasing and right-

continuous, because the underlying measure is monotone and continuous from below.

Indeed, if a . b;

{x : f ðxÞ . a} , {x : f ðxÞ . b};

and therefore Mf ðaÞ # Mf ðbÞ (because the measure is monotone). On the other hand,

a.b

a!b
lim {x : f ðxÞ . a} ¼ {x : f ðxÞ . b};

due to the continuity of the measure from below, showing that

a.b

a!b
lim Mf ðaÞ ¼ Mf ðbÞ:

The rearrangement of f is (essentially) the inverse of Mf ( y). See Ferreira (2000; 2001) for

details. The only difficulty is that Mf, which for discontinuous functions can be constant over

certain intervals, does not in general have an inverse. However, it is possible to find a

generalized inverse using the following procedure: Draw a horizontal line of height x across

the plot of Mf and search for the leftmost point y still satisfying Mf ð yÞ , x (or the rightmost

point y still satisfying Mf ð yÞ . x). Selecting the first hypothesis leads to the definition

�f ðxÞ U
y

inf {Mf ðyÞ , x};

which is a left-continuous function. It can be readily verified that this function will coincide

with the inverse whenever the inverse exists.

Let f satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order g and constant a, as in Eq. (2). Then,

Mf ð yÞ2 Mf ð y þ eÞ $
e

a

� �1=g

; ð3Þ

provided that y has a neighborhood contained in the range of f. This ensures the existence of a

d . 0 such that for all e , d the point y þ e is in the range of f. To see that Eq. (3) holds, note

that under the hypothesis there will be at least one x0 such that y ¼ f ðx0Þ (the horizontal line

of height y will intersect the (continuous) graphic of f at least once). When y increases to

y þ e ; the intersection will move to some x1, with y þ e ¼ f ðx1Þ: But

j f ðx0Þ2 f ðx1Þj ¼ e # ajx0 2 x1j
g
;

and so

jx0 2 x1j $
e

a

� �1=g

:

The measure of the set Sy U {x : f ðxÞ . y}; when y increases by e ; decreases at least by

the amount indicated on the right-hand side, and Eq. (3) follows.
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A slightly more general result can be obtained, using the modulus of continuity vf.

It asserts that

Mf ð yÞ2 Mf ð y þ eÞ $ v21
f ðeÞ:

To obtain a bound for the modulus of continuity of the rearrangement, rewrite Eq. (3) as

jMf ðaÞ2 Mf ðbÞj $
jb 2 aj

a

� �1=g

;

and set x0 ¼ Mf ðaÞ and x1 ¼ Mf ðbÞ: Then,

jx0 2 x1j $
�f ðx0Þ2 �f ðx1Þ

a

� �1=g

;

and therefore

j �f ðx0Þ2 �f ðx1Þj # a jx0 2 x1j
g
: ð4Þ

Thus, if f satisfies a certain Lipschitz condition, so will the rearrangement f̄. A similar

result holds for the modulus of continuity: v�f ðdÞ # vf ðdÞ; which reduces to Eq. (4) in the

Lipschitz case.

When f is discontinuous, Mf can be constant throughout intervals, and such bounds cannot

be expected to exist. For an application of these concepts in the context of analog median

filtering see Ferreira (2000; 2001).

Before discussing the approximation results it is convenient to discuss the rearrangement

of step functions.

3. REARRANGEMENTS OF STEP FUNCTIONS

Let D be an arbitrary positive real. Define

xnðtÞ U
1; nD , t # ðn þ 1ÞD;

0; otherwise:

(

Consider a piecewise constant left-continuous function, with possible discontinuities at

the integers, that is,

f ðxÞ ¼ cn; x [ In U ðnD; ðn þ 1ÞD�;

where the cn, n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; are real numbers. Using the characteristic functions xn of

the intervals In, we may write

f ðxÞ ¼
n

X
cnxnðxÞ:

It is easy to see that the rearrangement of f can be obtained from the sorted sequence �cn :

�f ðxÞ ¼
n

X
�cnxnðxÞ:

In other words, the rearrangement of a step function can be obtained by sorting the steps in

decreasing order. This is shown in Fig. 1.
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The proof is as follows: rearranging the steps of f in the descending order leads to a left-

continuous non-increasing function.

We maintain that this function is equidistributed with f. To see that this is true, note that the

distribution function of two functions with disjoint supports is the sum of the

corresponding distribution functions. Hence, the distribution of a step function is the sum of

the distribution functions of each step, regardless of the position of each one (Fig. 1). As a

result, the distribution functions of the original step function and of its sorted version are equal.

The result now follows from the uniqueness of the rearrangement of f. More precisely, �f is

the only non-increasing left-continuous function equidistributed with f (for details, see

Ferreira, 2001). Therefore, the non-increasing step function that has been built is in fact the

rearrangement of f.

4. THE APPROXIMATION RESULTS

In the continuous domain case, a fuzzy structure (or possibility distribution) is characterized

by a function f : D ! ½0; 1�; with sup f ¼ 1: We restrict ourselves to the case D ¼ ½0; 1�; to

which other bounded domains D can be readily reduced.

To simplify, we begin by imposing one more condition upon f. We require that f ðxÞ ¼ 1 on

an interval of Lebesgue measure d, d . 0. Note that this implies �f ðxÞ ¼ 1 for 0 # x # d:
The condition is not too restrictive, since d is arbitrarily small. Nevertheless, we will

subsequently replace it by a weaker requirement, to allow a class of functions satisfying

f ðxÞ ¼ 1 for exactly one value of x.

The first step is to build a step function fD from the function f. We subdivide the unit interval

into N intervals of widthD ¼ 1=N:The step function is obtained by sampling f at the points kD,

0 # k , N. More precisely, we set f DðxÞ ¼ f ðkDÞ; for x in ðkD; ðk þ 1ÞDÞ: It is clear that

sup j f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞj # vf ðDÞ;

where vf denotes the modulus of continuity of f.

Now we consider I( f ) and I( fD), the information measures associated with f and fD, defined

by Eq. (1):

Ið f Þ ¼

ð1

0

1 2 �f ðxÞ

x
dx;

Ið f DÞ ¼

ð1

0

1 2 f DðxÞ

x
dx:

FIGURE 1 When two functions f and g have disjoint supports, Mfþg ¼ Mf þ Mg: The addition of two
conveniently translated simple step functions of height A and B leads to the step function h. The distribution Mh is the
sum of distribution functions, and the sorting can be obtained from the inverse (properly defined) of Mh, or
equivalently, by sorting. In general, the (non-increasing) sorting of a step function with values (A,B,C,. . .) can be
obtained by sorting the sequence (A,B,C,. . .) by decreasing order.
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Note that f̄ is the rearrangement of f, and that f D is the rearrangement of the step

function fD obtained from f. The hypothesis f ðxÞ ¼ 1 over an interval of measure d

implies �f ðxÞ ¼ 1 for 0 # x # d: Moreover, since �f ð0Þ ¼ 1 we also have f DðxÞ ¼ 1 for

0 # x # d:
We wish to relate I( f) and I( fD) as D! 0: Assume (without loss of generality) that D , d:

Both �f and f D will be equal to unity on (0,D). Thus,

Ið f DÞ ¼

ð1

D

1 2 f DðxÞ

x
dx ¼ 2logD2

ð1

D

f DðxÞ

x
dx ¼ log N 2

XN

i¼2

ðiD

ði21ÞD

f DðxÞ

x
dx;

since ND ¼ 1: But f D is constant in each interval ðði 2 1ÞD; iDÞ: Denoting that value by �f i;
we have

Ið f DÞ ¼ log N 2
XN

i¼2

�f i

ðiD

ði21ÞD

dx

x
¼ log N 2

XN

i¼2

�f i½log i 2 log ði 2 1Þ�:

The sum on the right side is Uðp ðNÞÞ; the U-uncertainty associated with the N

possibility values �f i; obtained by sorting the sampled values of �f . We have therefore

established that

Ið f DÞ ¼ log N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ: ð5Þ

The condition that we have imposed on f implies that �f ðxÞ ¼ 1 for 0 # x # D; and

consequently

jIð f DÞ2 Ið f Þj #

ð1

D

j �f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞj

x
dx #

ð1

D

v�f ðDÞ

x
dx ¼ v�f ðDÞ log N # vf ðDÞ log N: ð6Þ

Using Eq. (5), we conclude that

jlog N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ2 Ið f Þj # vf ðDÞ log N:

We thus see that log N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ approaches I( f ) as N !1; that is, as D! 0; provided

that

vf ðDÞ log N ! 0:

Assume, for example, that f satisfies a Lipschitz condition with exponent a. Then,

vf ðDÞ log N # Da log
1

D
¼

log N

N a

which does indeed converge to zero as D! 0 (or N !1).

The expressions above confirm that I( f) can be obtained as a limit of discrete

distributions p (N) approximating f, and give approximation rates in terms of N and the

smoothness of f. However, they were obtained under the hypothesis that f ðxÞ ¼ 1 on an

interval of measure d, precluding fuzzy numbers from the discussion. To circumvent

this, we now turn to the general situation in which there is exactly one x0 such that

f ðx0Þ ¼ 1:
We have, just as before,

Ið f DÞ2 Ið f Þ ¼

ð1

0

�f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞ

x
dx
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and so

jIð f DÞ2 Ið f Þj #

ðD
0

j �f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞj

x
dx þ

ð1

D

j �f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞj

x
dx

#

ðD
0

j �f ðxÞ2 f DðxÞj

x
dx þ vf ðDÞ log N;

where use has been made of Eq. (6). It remains true that �f ð0Þ ¼ 1; and consequently
�f DðxÞ ¼ 1 for 0 # x # D: Hence,

jIð f DÞ2 Ið f Þj #

ðD
0

j1 2 �f ðxÞj

x
dx þ vf ðDÞ log N: ð7Þ

Assume that there exists a neighborhood of x0 and a constant c . 0 such that f satisfies

f ðxÞ $ 1 2 cjx 2 x0j:

This is shown in Fig. 2. The rearrangement of the function

gðxÞ U 1 2 cjx 2 x0j

can easily be computed in closed form, and is given by

�gðxÞ ¼ 1 2
c

2
x:

But since f ðxÞ $ gðxÞ; it follows that

�f ðxÞ $ 1 2
c

2
x

as x ! 0; and therefore ðD
0

j1 2 �f ðxÞj

x
dx #

c

2
D:

We see that the first term in Eq. (7) is O(D), and consequently

jIð f DÞ2 Ið f Þj # OðDÞ þ vf ðDÞ log N:

This shows that the approximation result that we have derived above under more

restrictive conditions remains valid under more general conditions. In fact, as

FIGURE 2 The condition imposed upon f : there exists a c . 0 such that, in a neighborhood of x0, f is above the
function gðxÞ ¼ 1 2 cjx 2 x0j: Note that f does not need to be differentiable at x0, nor does it need to be continuous
throughout the neighbourhood.
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the interested reader may confirm, the conditions considered could be weakened even

further, to allow functions that are discontinuous at x0.

We close the section with a remark concerning possible generalizations to unbounded

domains (such as the real line). The values of the rearrangement of a function f : R! ½0; 1�

will clearly range over [0,1] as x runs through [0,1). The natural definition for I( f) would

involve an integral such as ð1
0

1 2 �f ðxÞ

x
dx:

As in the bounded domain case, the hypothesis sup f ¼ 1 implies �f ð0Þ ¼ 1; and the

singularity at zero will not cause any problems. However, 1 2 �f ðxÞ is a non-decreasing

function, and therefore ð1 2 �f ðxÞÞ=x will not be integrable over [0,1). Therefore, the

generalization of the present results to unbounded domains, if at all possible, requires

a different approach.

5. CONCLUSION

We have considered measures of information based on fuzzy sets, for finite

and for continuous universes of discourse (Ramer, 1990). The finite case is

well understood, but the definition of the measure of information I( f ) in the

continuous case depends on the concept of rearrangement. Although it has been

observed that I( f ) can be obtained as a limit of discrete distributions p (N ) approximating

f, the corresponding quantitative approximation problem was, to the best of our

knowledge, open.

We studied the convergence of I(p (N )) (which is related to the U-uncertainty) to I( f ) in

terms of the smoothness properties of f itself. Assuming that f ðxÞ ¼ 1 on some set of

positive (but arbitrarily small) measure, and that the Lipschitz exponent of f is a, it

follows that

jlog N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ2 Ið f Þj #
log N

N a
:

When f ðxÞ ¼ 1 for a unique x0, and f satisfies the condition summarized in Fig. 2, we have

shown that

jlog N 2 Uðp ðNÞÞ2 Ið f Þj # Oð1=NÞ þ
log N

N a
:

These results quantitatively solve the approximation problem considered, and shed some

light on the behaviour of the approximation error as N !1:
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